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By giving us two late starts and a day off next week, someone on the administration must be trying to recreate the 2011 Snowpocalypse.

More
Headlines

Soap Operas Canceled, 
Shampoo Musicals To 

Take Their Place

Vintage Makes a 
Comeback, TI-82s Are 

Cool Again

Driver Can’t Figure Out 
Why Other Driver Has 

Tinted Windows on Car

LOS ANGELES, CA---Teen hair icon and “singing” sensation Justin Bieber announced in a recent statement 
that he is in the process of recording a new single which, he claims, will completely revolutionize his image.

“I used to make a bunch of really simple pop songs,” the young Canadian explained. “But I think it’s time I 
expanded my horizons. This time, I’ve decided to record my first metal song.”

Reports indicate that Bieber’s entrance into puberty has also played a role in this surprising career turn. The 
new “changes” were making it harder for JBiebz to hit those high notes over and over again, so his producers are 
hoping that the screaming will cover up the voice cracks. 

In a separate interview, Bieber explained that, “I know the song is metal because it has a guitar in it. An 
electric guitar. I even had my producer put some distortion in it. That’s just how I roll, I like to push the envelope. 
Also, I’ve gotten way more complex with my lyrics. In previous songs, like ‘Baby,’ the chorus was catchy, but 
not very imaginative. This song, which will be called ‘Puppy Love’ has two words in the chorus. That’s right, two 
whole words!” 

A ripe mix of apprehension and excitement await the debut of this sure-to-be revolutionizing song, but one 
thing is for certain: with or without a hit, Bieber will still be able to maintain control over his army of zombie-
fangirls with just a glance out of those dreamy eyes and a swish of that ungelled hair. 

By Elodin
Justin Bieber Announces Plan to Go Metal

As the pressure sets in for upperclassmen to get into their dream schools (or any school 
at all), junior Marty Parker suddenly realized that Deerfield was desperately in need of 
another community service club. His new club will be kicking off next week, and Parker 
claims it will offer students a chance to finally uphold their roles in their beloved commu-
nity. However, he says he is taking a more unique approach to helping others.

Parker admits that the club still has a couple kinks to work out, but he already has a line-
up for their first few charitable acts: next Wednesday, everyone will gather in the cafeteria 
at the end of D lunch and eat all unbought cookies of the day. Ice cream, cake, and pudding 
may be involved as well (but only if it’s the new kind with the marshmallows). 

Parker is looking forward to the new opportunities that the innovative club is giving him 
and his fellow students. “We’re working to make DHS a less wasteful environment, and 
by eating these cookies, DHS will become a greener school. I just want really want to give 
back, ya know?” said Parker. 

The next few weeks will consist of activities such as approving the safety of the high 
ropes course in the IM gym and fundraising money for weekly shopping sprees in order to 
improve the overall economy of Deerfield. The club members also hope to do a town-wide 
cleaning of local fountains using various soaps and detergents. “I’m not sure if that’s how 
they’re supposed to be cleaned...but it’s definitely the effort that counts,” said Parker.

So far, about 10 people have committed to the club, and many more have shown inter-
est. While many of the students do not have the same selfless qualities as Parker’s generous 
and hard-working personality, the free t-shirts Parker is giving out seem to be helping his 
cause. And freshman Nathan Shay says, “I’m only going to the meeting because Marty said 
there’d be food.” 

With an ambitious goal of spearheading a new club at DHS, Flipside reporters asked 
Parker what inspired him to create this community service club. He said, “It was just some-
thing that my heart told me to do. It had nothing to do with the fact that it looks good on 
college applications. Nothing. At all.”

New Community Service Club to Come to DHS
By Pip Wootergotten

Clubs We Wish We Had at DHS

1. The Fig Newton 
Appreciation Club. 

3. Cat-Lovers Club. Or 
maybe that’s just me... 

2. West Side Deerfield Club. 

4. Future High School 
Deans of America/
Race Tricycles Down 
X-Hall Club.

By Brenda Mandarino



REBUS PUZZLES

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

SUDOKU

“F MPBYVGDY VYNYLVM NZKE PBFKM FLV IBOE. OJ OM F LYJ NKZ PFJPBOLU VFAM. OJ OM F MPF-

NNKDVOLU KL IBOPB F IKZRYZ PFL MJFLV FLV DFTKZ IOJB TKJB BFLVM FJ MYPJOKLM KN JOEY.” 

~FLLOY VODDFZV

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to decode the 
message or quote below.    HINT: B = H
Congratulations to last issue’s winner: Josh Kayne

Can you guess the common word 
or phrase portrayed below?

Unscramble these four ordinary 
jumbles, and use the letters in circles 
to answer the final question.

Last issue’s answers: IVORY, FEIGN, ANYONE, AGENDA
What they called the jealous enviornmentalist: GREEN with ENVY

Last issue’s answers: FLASHLIGHT, RED IN THE FACE, FOREIGNER, 
CATERPILLAR

Last issue’s answer:  “HALF THE WORLD IS COMPOSED OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY AND CAN’T, AND THE OTHER HALF WHO 
HAVE NOTHING TO SAY AND KEEP ON SAYING IT.” ~ROBERT FROST

NOTE: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being 
satirized. Remember, these are all jokes. 

To contact us, email 121chamberlain-simon@student.dist113.org. 
For more information and more content, visit dhsflipside.com. 

THE FLIPSIDE CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE: Solve the Cryptogram, write down your name, and then find and 
give your copy of The Flipside to Maddie Ambrose. There will be a drawing to see who will win a sweet Flipside t-shirt!

The Flipside is always looking for new writers, puzzle makers, and distributors. 
E-mail us if you’re interested. Really, we want your help.

QUOTE “Last night I sat in my bed for hours trying to decide whether or not I believed in a dog.”
-An agnostic dyslexic insomniac

NUMB3RS

JUMBLEFill in the grid so each
column, row, and 3x3 box has 
the numbers 1 through 9.LEVEL: Getting through Deerfield 

without hitting any construction.

389
Number of students that know that there are 
389 students in the senior class courtesy of 
college applications.

1707
Number of students at DHS. Also the num-
ber of students that are tired of hearing 

about college applications.

EAZMA

LWOOLF

OZRAR

LEIPD
WHY THE RAPPER 

HAD AN UMBRELLA


